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has low seismic velocity a;;d is .encssed in high-velocity 
carbonates. The strong velocity contrast. coupled with the n Thomas E. Ewing is a distinctive shape of the tuff mass, yialda a characteristic 

Research Associate with seismic pattern. Modern seismic techniques, together with 
the Texas Bureau of stratigraphic data, allow accurate de1ineat.h of buried tuff 
Economic Geology i n  mounds and prediction of productive carbonate facies. 
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Prior to moving to 
Texas, Dr. Ewing was 

lhwlved kUha mapping of a volcanic-filled basin in British 
Columbia, Onerpretedvolcanicpetrologicdate. end engaged in 
regional mapping and tectonic interpretation. At the Bureau. 
he has been wmking chiefly with the timing andevolution of 
Teltiary gruwth fauhs along the Texas Gulf Coast. He is also 
coontinstor d a working group for the Tectonic Map of Texas. 
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AND SEISMIC MODELS' 
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Since their discovery in 191 6, hydrocarbon traps in and 
around "'eerpemine plugs" have produced about 47 million 
banelsofoil.and have significant potential foradditional smell 
diacaveries. Production is from iaolated reservoirs within 
mwnda of altered volcanic tuff end associated shoal-water 
carbonatea. A review of the more than 200 volcanic centers 
and intrusive bodies of South and Central Texas has led to 
dsvelopmant of stratigraphic and seiamic models useful in 
exploration and production. 

The s~csl led serpentine plugs are largely tuff mounds 
formed by accumulation of volcanic ash (altered to palegonite) 
on the amfloor around a submarine volcanic vent. Volcanic 
activity palied during deposition of the chalk and marl of the 
upper Auatin and lowerTayiorGroup(about 80million years 
ago). After their eruption, the tuff mounds local& the 
deposition of shoal-water carbonates with'goad porosity and 
penneabilii. Lwv-permeebility, organic-rich marine shale 
and marl of the Taylor Group capped the carbonmea, serving 
as both a hydrocarbon source and a stratigraphic seal. 
Compactional draping of overlying San Miguel and Olmos 
sands, with minor offset faulting, created important additional 
traps in South Texas. 

Central Texes volcanic centers are highly aligned along 
strike-oriented regional faults and fractures of the Balconas 
and Luling ayatams. The magmas in both Central and South 
Texan wara ultramafic and alkaline, suggesting that partial 
melting occurred at depths of about 40 miles (60 kilometers). 
The mapms rose rapidly to the surface, probably in an 
extensional stre88 regimecontrolled bypre-Tertiary Balcones- 
Luling fauhs. 


